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PREPACK
The United States Is the greatest sugar consuming nation In
the world. It la estimated that the average individual consumes
65 pounds of sugar per year. The manufacture of sugar from sugar-
beets is an industry that is very much an Infant in the United
States. Kansas, with its rolling plains well-suited for agricul-
ture, is one of the several states that produces and manufactures
beet sugar.
Yet, one of the least known, but most important industries
in the State is the sugar-beet industry. Hardly anyone outside
the Arkansas River Valley near Garden City knows that Kansas has
one of the largest beet sugar refineries in the country, and that
sugar-beet farming supports thousands of Kanaans. This study
presents some significant aspects of one of Kansas' greatest in-
dustries. The major emphasis is placed on the evolutionary de-
velopment of the sugar-beet industry in Kansas. The final con-
centration of sugar-beet production came to be in the Arkansas
Valley around Garden City. The sugar refinery at Garden City la
the heart of the industry.
Sources of material which were found to be most useful in
this study were the Reports of the State Board of Agriculture,
newspapers, and personal correspondence. Also, personal inter-
views with the Garden City factory officials and beet-growing
farmers proved valuable. The author of this study was able to
draw on personal experience as a laborer in the beet fields and
,.
at a resident of the Arkansas Valley beet area for most of his
life.
CHAPTER Z
A HISTORY OF THE SUGAR-BEET
The sugar-beet came to the United States from Europe. The
development of the auger industry the world over has a fascinat-
ing history that reaches back far in the mists of tine. The his-
tory of the sugar-beet industry in the United States is only a
part of the story of sugar Itself. So It is that, if the posi-
tion of Kansas in sugar-beet production is to be shown in its
proper perspective, then the story must be told from the begin-
ning.
Primitive man satisfied his sugar hunger with honey and plants
containing sugar. Sugar cane was apparently known in India and
the rest of the Orient hundreds of years before the Christian era.
Also, the Old Testament mentions it twice. 1. The art of crystallis-
ing sugar was discovered in the fourth century in Europe. How-
ever, refining, in the modern sense, was not practiced until the
fourteenth century. Sugar became an article of household use dur-
ing the Elizabethan period. Prior to this time the sweet crys-
tals were used largely for medicinal purposes.
The Arabs beoame acquainted with sugar when they over-ran
Persia, moved across north Afrioa, and into Spain. Crusaders, in
the twelfth century, found sugar in Tripoli, Mesopotamia, and Syr-
la, Once having acquired the sweet taste, they were in no mood
"The Sugar Beet in the United States." The Silver "edge.
(Washington, D.C.s U. S. Beet Sugar Association, 1836),
p. 10.
2to discontinue its use. The Italian port of Venice was especial-
ly veil located to handle the trade of sugar and spices from the
£ast. As the demand for sugar grew, prices were increased until
all Europe grumbled impatiently and angrily. However, Venice con-
tinued to retain a monopoly on the trade by taking advantage of
opportunities whenever they arose*
One such way offered itself in 1420 when an unnamed
inventor perfected an improved method of refining. Ven-
etians determined to control the process, and they gen-
erously rewarded the inventor with an amount equivalent
to #180,000, which was easily ten times more than it
cost to finance the first voyage of Columbus across the
Atlantic.
2
Oolumbus brought sugar cane to the New World where it became
firmly rooted in the ''Vest Indies. Cane had been grown In the trop-
ical areas of the Mew World many years before sugar extracted from
the sugar-beet made its first appearance in Europe. This does not
mean that sugar-beets were unheard of before this time because
many scholars believe that beets were eaten for food centuries be-
fore Christ. The laborers who piled up the pyramid of Cheops were
supposed to have eaten the beets.
There is an inscription in ijgyptlan characters on
the pyramid, "Herodotus wrote," which records the quan-
tity of roots, onions, and garlic consumed by laborers
who built it | and I perfectly well remember that the
Interpreter who read the writing to me eaid the money
expended in this way was 1,600 talents of silver,*
The literature of the Middle Ages is filled with stories of
the beet and its importance in the diet of people. Although it
was known that the taste of the beet was sweet, no one ever really
2 Ibid ., p. 10.
3 Ibid., p. 12.
looked at it as being sugar as is the ease today. It was not un-
til 1747 that Andreas Marggraf , a German chemist, proved that the
beet root stored a sugar identical to cane sugar. Nobody was
very excited because it was merely looked upon as another scien-
tific laboratory trick. Forty years later Franz Karl Achard, a
pupil of Xarggraph, planted a small patch of beets and succeeded
in obtaining sugar from them. Immediately, the French government
looked into the situation as did governments of other leading coun-
tries*
Frederick William III, King of Prussia, became interested in
the work sod provided funds for the erection of the first beet
sugar factory at Cunern, Silesia, in 1802. The French continued
to be interested, but lacked technical knowledge and experience
to oarry out the enterprise. France was in deep earnestness be-
cause the Hapoleonic Wars found them cut off from the sugar they
needed from the nest Indies. A chemist, Benjamin Delessort, erec-
ted a small factory and in January, 1811, made a quantity of well-
crystallized beet sugar. Hapoleon was deeply interested in the
discovery which led to an order which he dictated to his Minister
of Council,
The Minister of Interior will make a report to be
sent to the Council of State, in which the advantages
of developing the manufacture of beet sugar will be in-
cluded...All steps shall be taken to encourage this
culture...The Minister will take steps to make trials
in a very extensive manner and to establish schools for
teaching the manufacture of beet sugar.4
4 Ibid., p. 16.
Thus, did the sugor-beet gain strength under Napoleon who apent
hundreds of dollars for lta development from plant seed to sugar.
The Industry born of economic necessity was soon to expe-
rience difficulties. The downfall of Hanoleon at Waterloo was
also tho downfall of the sugar-beet Industry In France* The West
Indies trade flourished again, prices fell, and the new beet fac-
tories erected under the Napoleonic decree operated no longer.
7et, even In these desperate straits the Industry did not become
decadent In Europe. A few brief years had seen the definite value
of the beet In agriculture. Little by little, the process of man-
ufacture was Improved, and this In turn encouraged improvements
In beet production.
The first attempt to establish the sugar-beet Industry In
the United States was made by the Beet Sugar Soolety of Phila-
delphia in 1836. The Society, having heard of the success of the
Industry in Kurope, decided to send a representative to France to
make a first-hand Investigation, For this purpose they selected
Mr. James Pedder, a gentleman who had, both here and In Europe,
given much attention to the subject. After six months of study,
Mr. Pedder delivered an enthusiastic report. His report was
favorable as he had been deeply Impressed by the crop and the
farming methods he had observed. He predicted a future in the
industry with America leading the way as she had already done in
cotton, rice, and tobacco. The Society accepted Mr. Pedder 1
work with praise but did nothing about it. Not until years later,
and then at Northampton, Massachusetts, was the first beet sugar
produced in the United States*
Meanwhile, there were other people who had given attention
to the developments on the Continent. Hew Knglanders in particu-
lar had become interested aa early as 1837 when the work of Bd-
ward Chureh appeared ealled "Notice on the Beet Sugar." Thin
gentleman had gone to France in 1830 to stud? and eatabliah a
sugar factory on his estate near Paris. A revolution had changed
his mind so he returned to his farm in Kentucky. There he estab-
lished a warm friendship with Henry Olay, whom he lntereated in
beet sugar. Later he moved to Northampton where he continued to
talk about the possibilities of beet-growing.6
The actual Northampton factory was established by David Lee
Child who had spent eighteen months in the sugar faotorles of
Burope in consultation with manufacturers distinguished for sci-
ence and success. The operations began in 1838 and ended in 1839,
but not before Child had written a book telling of the factory
operations.
The general result of the first season was unsatis-
factory. The quantity of the sugar obtained, except on
particular days, when the operations were upon select
material, was too small; the molasses super-abundant
and very bad...The sugar is not inferior in flavor or
appearance to nest Indian muscovados.6
Child's factory produced 1,300 pounds of sugar that was none
too good and then folded up. This experience did not encourage
much sugar-beet growing and manufacturing* Kore than a deoade
passed before the production of sugar in continental United States
reasserted itself*
S
Ibid
. , p. 20.
3
LOC. Pit.
In the 1830' a and 1840» a a new religious movement,
lsn( waa growing in the Onited States. Led by Brigham Young, the
Mormons drove westward across the prairies to Utah. They deter-
mined to create, so far aa possible, a self-sufficient community.
Thus, whan John Taylor, one of the Kuropean mission-
aries of the Church, learned of the strides made by the
beet sugar Industry in France, he persuaded the Desert
Manufacturing Company to buy, at a cost of $12,500, a
oomplete sugar manufacturing outfit... The machinery ar-
rived in New Orleans In April, 1862, and waa taken by
boat to Fort Leavenworth, where it waa loaded into cov-
ered wagons drawn by fifty-two ox-teams. 7
The Desert Manufacturing Company, which had promoted the industry,
became insolvent because of the many unexpected expenses. The
Mormon Church purchased the machinery and moved it to Salt Lake
City where it waa installed at Sugar Houae Ward, The courageous
attempt was not a success; the factory produced only a syrup, and
the project was finally abandoned in 1855.
Colorado apparently was interested in sugar during the excit-
ing period of the Oold Rush, for as early as 1865 Peter Magnes, a
Qerman immigrant,had prophesied « "If we had beet sugar factories
in Colorado, I imagine Colorado farmers would produce more gold
than all the mines in the mountains. "8 Magnes had his prophecy
fulfilled. Colorado farmers, during the first quarter century of
beet culture, were paid more for their beets than the total value
of all metals taken from the mines in the state. Today, the year-
ly output of beet sugar has many times the value of all the gold,
7 Ibid ., p. 22.
8 Ibid
., p. 25.
7silver, and copper taken from the nines of Colorado. However, It
was not until the turn of the 20th century that Colorado saw her
first sugar-beet factory in operation.
In 1864, the Dennett brothers, who were Uermans living in Mew
York, became interested in the sugar-beet industry. They pur-
chased 2300 acros of prairie land at Chataworth, Illinois, and es-
tablished a factory there in 1866. Ihe mill had a eapaolty of
fifty tons a day, but it was able to extract only a small part of
the sugar from the beets. A series of unfavorable years forced
the company to move to Freeport, Illinois, then to Black Hawk,
Wisconsin. All attempts failed, partly because of the indiffer-
ence of the farmers toward the whole industry. Indeed, between
1838 and 1879, failure overtook many snail sugar factories that
had boon erected in Maine, Massachusetts, Delaware, Viisconsin,
Utah, and California.3
Again two Germans, by the name of Otto and Bonestell, erected
a small beet plant at Fond des Lao, Wisconsin, only to abandon
the enterprise. Otto went to Alvarado, California, in 1870 where
he became associated with I* H. Dyer. To Dyer goes the credit
for establishing the beet sugar Industry in the United states on
a successful basis. This was not accomplished without a series
of failures, but finally he did demonstrate that beets could be
grown with a profit. Dyer and Otto erected a factory at Alvarado
that did not pay for several years.
9 Franklin S. Harris, The augar-Beet in America
.
(New York,
The Kaenlllan Co., 1BS4J, p. 18.
The $125,000 factory which they erected produced
250 tons of sugar in 1870. 400 tons in 1871, 560 tone
in 1872, and 750 tons in 1875. The plant did not pay
and was later moved to Santa Crvus County, 10
Finally in 1*579, the faotory was re-established on a profitable
basis, and is generally regarded as the first successful suger-
beet factory in the United States. It is etlll in operation.
Charles Spreohals built the second successful sugar-beet factory
at Watsonville, California, in 1889, Thus, in 1889, there were
two beet sugar factories in the United States, both of them la
central California,
Until the 1890'e there were many other unsuccessful attempts
to establish the industry in the United States. The failures
were due to various causes: lack of experienced beet-raisers,
poor quality of beets, poor machinery, and general lack of Inter-
est in the new industry.
About this time the Oomcrd brothers interested themselves in
the sugar-beet industry. They went to Europe and made careful
studies while there. In 1890, they built a factory at Grand Is-
land, Nebraska, Then in 1891 they built a factory at Norfolk,
Nebraska, and also one at Chino, California. These factories
served to arouse interest in the industry over a wider section
of the country. From this time on the sugar-beet Industry grew
steadily with its development stimulated by favorable legislation.
The Sugar Bounty Act of 1890 gave a big boost to the industry by
encouraging far/aere to grow sugar-beets with the federal govern-
10 Zoo. Clt.
9mont paying two cents on every pound of sugar grown from sugar-
producing crops. In 1894 It was repealed by the Wilson Act which
was not so favorable to beet growers. The passage of the Dlngley
Act In 1897, which taxed imported sugars heavily, helped the beet
sugar industry a great deal. Favorable reports on the new Indus-
try prompted the United States Department of Agriculture to urge
better beet culture. Government recognition resulted in govern-
ment investment. The Department of Agriculture began to make an
Intensive study of areas in states where sugar-beets might be
raised successfully. The nation over, largely through the Depart-
ment's determination, awakened to the potentialities of beet sug-
ar. The United States had always Imported far more sugar than
she produced at home. The idea that the nation might become self-
sufficient in a very important commodity caught fire quickly all
over the country.
In 1892 there were only a half dozen factories with an aver-
age output of 13,000 tons of sugar, but by 1902 there were 41 fac-
tories producing more than 2,000,000 tons. 11 In 1912 there were
77 factories operating in the United States, and by 1915 the num-
ber had increased by only two. This period of slowness in factory
building was caused mostly by the passing of the Underwood-Sim-
mons Tariff Bill in 1913. The bill reduced the tariff on imported
sugar 26 per eent after March 1, 1914, and provided that all the
duty should be removed after May 1, 1916. However, this last
provision was amended before it went into effect.^ The reten-
:
11 Ibid ., p. 19.
i2 Ibid., p. 20.
10
tioa of the tariff plus World War I groatly stimulated the growth
of factories In 1917. The high price of sugar, resulting froa
the war, made it possible for the farmers to get more money for
their beets. Naturally, this called for more beet-growing which
brought in a demand for more factories. At the present time there
are 99 factories from Ohio west to California. Colorado has 18;
Hlohigan, 16; Utah, 14; California and Idaho, 9 each; Montana, 4;
Wisconsin and Iowa, 3 each; Minnesota, 2; and 1 each In Kansas,
Indiana, Washington, and South Daiiota, 13
13
"The Sugar Beet in the United States," Op. Clt .. p. 25.
nCHAPTER II
THE SUOAK-BKET IS KANSAS
Kansas first made sugar from beets In 1889 and 1890 at the
sugar plant In Medicine Lodge, Kansas. The Medicine lodge exper-
iment was due largely to the efforts and enthusiasm of Henry
Heintso, sugar-boiler and superintendent of the Medicine lodge
Sugar Works and Refining Company. His practical experience in
sugar-beet work in German Methods made him thoroughly familiar
with the Job he held at Medicine Lodge. Heintze secured seed
from Germany and planted 4.7 acres near the sorghum-sugar factory
in 1889. The yield was about 60 tons of cleaned beets which pro-
duced about 10,000 pounds of sugar and 380 gallons of syrup. The
company reported that it was satisfied with the results, and that,
with proper machinery, the sugar-beet industry would aucoeed in
Kansas. Also, the favorable weather would be very valuable in
the beet production, ivory load of beets was comparable to that
of beets grown elsewhere in the United States and abroad. 1- A
still larger return would have been obtained if the factory had
been equipped with the proper machinery for siloing the beets and
treating the juice according to the report of the State Board of
Agriculture.
An attempt was made to secure a crop of about 100 acres of
1 George F. Kelly, "The Sugar Industry of Kansas," Seventh
Biennial Keport of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture . 12; 145.
January 15, 1891.
le
beets at Medicine lodge again In 1890. Howevor, contracts and
instruction specifications were not closely adhered to. Kven so,
the harvest this time was 290 tons, from which 48,260 pounds of
sugar were obtained. A test of 15.28 per cent sugar content was
given to the experimental crop. The company immediately stated
that they would be willing to enlarge their plant if the farmers
would raise sufficient crops to meet the company* s expenditures.
The factory management changed ownership before the next season
with the enthusiasm eventually dying down completely.
The idea of sorghum-sugar was still prevalent In the state
with some thought of combining the manufacture of both beets and
sorghum at the same place.
The sorghum-sugar factory at Hess City, Kansas,
planted several acres in beets in 1890, but the factory
was burned In August, and the only result was a very
satisfactory analysis of the beets grown. The Topeka
sorghum-sugar factory reported a net profit of $11.60
per acre on a small crop of beets.2
The possibility of sorghum for sugar-making purposes was beginning
to subside a great deal during the last decade of the 19th cen-
tury. In its place sugar-beets were maiding a determined bid for
recognition as a staple sugar-producing crop.
There were other experiments tried in different sections of
the State* Kansas State Agricultural College conducted experi-
ments In sugar-beet growing on the college grounds in 1890. How-
ever, the beets grown at the college gave an unsatisfactory an-
2 Oeo. B. Harrison, "The Sugar-Beet Industry in Kansas,"
Biennial Report of the Kansas state Board of Agriculture . 20:
June, 1907.
alysis. Hearby Topeka and areas around Newton grew beets of
fairly good sugar content. Experiments by the college were ex-
tended In 1391 on a snail scale. The experiments were under the
direction of the State Board of Agriculture, and many localities
were visited by a representative of the college department of
ohemistry. Thus, the plan for growing sugar-beets was explained
to the farmers by first-hand accounts. The experiments were con-
ducted on a small basis through the season of 1893. Analyses
were then not made again until 1897, when once again the sugar-
beet growing experiments were undertaken through extensive re-
search by the Kansas State Experimental Station at Manhattan, Kan-
T.C.
Realizing the importance of intensive and diversi-
fied agrloulturo, this department began answering the
question, "Cur. rich sugar beets be grown in iianaasT",
some eight years ago, and continued it for several
years. The beets produced were not of a high order of
tfith the revival of interest in the subject last year
we again took up the work, this time in connection with
the 0. S. Department of Agriculture. The station re-
ceived 200 pounds of seed from the Department. KSe ap-
plied for a larger amount but this was adjudged to be
oiu* rmonpn muvfca.3ur pr per q ota.
The growing importance of the beet sugar industry was recog-
nised everywhere there was agriculture in the United States. Par-
ticularly in the Mid-West were the States of Kansas, Nebraska, and
Colorado all eager for a try at the new sugar crop. The Federal
government saw fit to get beet projects started by working direct-
3 J. T. Willard, "Sugar Beets," 11th Annual hoport of the
Kansas Report of the .Umsas atata Agricultural College Jixperiaent
Station . Bulletin Mo. 78. p. 65. April. 1898.
*
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ly with and through the state agriculture experiment stations
and state agricultural colleges. Kansas, with Dr. J. T. Wlllard
as head chemist In charge of experiments at the Kansas State £x-
perlmental Station at Kansas State College, was very fortunate
In having suoh an outstanding man to lead the way. It was large-
ly through hla efforts that the careful fact-finding experiments
were nade In the State of Kansas*
The seed received from the United States Department of Agri-
culture In 1898 was distributed to 396 farmers over the state*
Directions for sampling and forwarding were sent also. The dif-
ferent famors were asked to send samples of 10 beets each by
freight. Later, due to a conflict with the provisions of the pos-
tal law, six beets in three packages not weighing over four pounds
were to be sent instead.
The faith of the people In the efficiency and oar*
of our postal service received ample confirmation In
this work. From half a dozen to half a bushel of loose
beets mixed with wads of strings and newspaper were re-
ceived daily. Sot Infrequently too, well-packed samples
would be received with no name attached.4
One-hundred fifty-six persons of the 396 receiving seed sent
beets with legible names; 104 had no beets to send; and the re-
maining 133 were noyrer heard from. Vho beets wore, in almost all
eases, analysed the day of arrival at the experiment station. Ta-
bles were kept filled with data recording the grower, county,
serial number, date of planting, kind of soil, average weight of
beets, specific gravity of juice, and final purity of juice. The
experiment station recorded the average gross weight of the beets
4 Ihid., p. 66.
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as being 1.51 pounds, and average coefficient purity of Juice as
being 1*33. The actual results of this first test experiment as
far as average peroentage of sugar in the juice was concerned was
better than the later experiments.5
Vlllard'a report on the state-wide experiment stated that the
quality of beets in the State of Kansas would improve with better
culture. The lnfluenoe of climate did not tend to show up from
the first results, but later willard changed his mind after fu-
ture experiments. Kansas may be said to have been in a transi-
tion stage at this time with the farmers gradually getting away
from one or two stable crops. The general advioe from the state
experimental station was that Kansas could definitely grow sugar-
beets, but that no great haste should be made in Investing capital
without assurance of good business.
We need healthy growth of Industrial enterprises,
but no voting bonds for expensive experiments. A beet
sugar factory costs a great deal of money, and it re-
quires much besides good beets for success. Cheap
fuel, a great abundance of water, eheap limestone, and
convenient markets are prominent essentials. To these
must be added a hearty cooperation between the beet
producers and the sugar manufacturer.6
It was the belief of the Kansas state Agricultural fixperiment sta-
tion that an Important function of the station was to guard the
people from unwise and disastrous ventures.
The sugar-beet experiment continued very muoh the same again
in the season of 1899. Beet seed was sent out to different farm'
ers for the purpose of making Isolated tests under unusual eir-
5 Ibid., p. 74.
6 Ibid., p. 76.
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eunstances. The same difficulty in obtaining valuable informa-
tion regarding the sugar-beet producing oapaclty of the state by
voluntary culture still existed* However, the Department of ag-
riculture at Washington, D. C,, continued to be interested and
sent seeds, literature, and much other useful information. The
influence of climate upon beet production became recognised as
being of highest importance. The experiment station at Kansas
State College held the view that it was very probable Kansas had
too high a summer temperature and too little summer rainfall for
sugar-beets. The Department of Agriculture published a map of
the United States showing the location of a temperature belt for
the summer months. The belt did not touch Kansas at all with its
nearest approach about 60 miles from the northwest corner. In
this general region the belt generally ran a northeasterly direc-
tion.7 The ultimate conclusion was that the northwest corner of
the State was the coolest; the southeast corner the warmest.
Therefore, according to the best beet-growing temperature in Eu-
rope, the counties of Kansas would run from southeast to north-
west in arrangement with their probable favorableness for produc-
ing sugar-beets.
Temperature was not the only climatic consideration given
research by the experimental station at Manhattan, Kansas. Rain-
fall was equally as important. The western and northwestern part
of the state needed more rainfall, and irrigation seemed to pre-
7 J. T. Willard and H. W. Clothier, "Sugar Beets," 12th An-
nual Report of the Kansas State Agricultural College i^xperiment
Station. Bulletin Ho. &3, p. S, April, 1B99.
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sent tho solution. The two tost Tears had shown that the sugar-
beet required a good supply of water during tho early and middle
part of the season, followed by a period of little water before
harvest.
The Kansas State Experiment Station planned again for a
third successive season of sugar-beet planting on a stato-wide
basis. This time, however, the seed was to be furnished to farm-
ers In representative regions of the state who would grow only
one-fourth or one-half an acre of beets. They were to keep an
accurate account of all expenses, and weather charts. Also,
groups of farmers of six or more throughout the state would coop-
erate to test their respective neighborhoods for beet-producing
power.
The final report on these early experiments was published in
June, 1901. It showed the production of beets the previous sea-
son with percentages of sugar in the different states* Hew York
had 10 to 17.65 content; Nebraska, 13.6; Indiana, 13.7; Michigan,
14 to IS; Washington, 16; California, 17; and Colorado, 17 to 22.
Kansas had a oontent of 12.50.° The avera e results obtained in
Kansas during the four years 1898-1901 were lower then In any of
the States referred to above. The chemical department at the
station arrived at the conclusion that, unless beets could be
grown with a certain degree of certainty, it would be a waste of
capital to establish the beet sugar industry In Kansas to any
8 J. T. Willard and R. ft. Clothier, "Sugar Beets," 14th An-
nual Report of the Kansas State Agricultural College Experiment
station. Bulletin Mo. 103. p. 285. June. 1901.
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great extent. It was also concluded that the eastern half of
Kansas was not adapted to the production of beets rich In sugar)
Spring and sunnier rains were declared sufficient, but the months
of July and August produced little or no rain that was vitally
Important to a good beet crop.
Our climate cannot be materially modified. It s<
to the writer that the only part of the state whleh of-
fers real climatic advantages for sugar-beet production
is the western part, where the natural rainfall would be
entirely Insufficient, and the irrigation water applied
could be guaged to the seasonal requirements of the crop.9
Thus, the Department of Agriculture could see no use of expending
funds on trials which would not lead to the establishment of a
sugar-beet industry In the state. Thereafter, all experiments
were to be conducted only through the State and Agricultural Kx-
perlment Stations and private groups of individuals.
The total world* s production of sugar for the season of 1889-
90 was more than six and one-fourth million tons (6,385,580), or
12,711,160,000 pounds. There were about 7,700,000,000 pounds from
beets and 5,100,160,000 pounds from sugar oane. Germany produced
the largest amount of beet sugar, 1,342,000 pounds. The United
states at this time was very much an Importer of sugar with more
than 1,325,000 tons being Imported per year. Kansas alone re-
quired about 70,000,000 pounds to supply its population. Mr.
Oeorge F. Kelly, State Agricultural Inspector appointed by the
State Board of Agriculture, In his annual report to the Board
readily observed that It would require a large increase in
9 Ibid., p. 285.
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output of factories in Kansas to supply even the demand of hone
consumption. 10 Bis report went on to say that Kansas with good
soil, climate, and cheap lands was in a favorable position for
future sugar-beet production.
A real boost for the new sugar industry came from the pass-
age of the federal Sugar Bounty Act in 1890, which gave two oents
a pound bounty on all domestic beet-sugar. 11 The Kansas State
Legislature had already passed an Act in 1887 that allowed a boun-
ty of two oents a pound upon each and every pound of sugar manu-
factured from beets or sorghum or other sugar-yielding canes and
plants. The Aot of 1887 was amended in 1891 by another State Aot
which provided for a bounty of three-fourths of a cent per pound
on sugar. Again in 1901 the State Legislature passed a Kansas
Bounty Law that was a further step forward for the industry as
the State paid one dollar per ton upon beets grown in Kansas and
actually used for sugar manufacturing.
A bounty of two oents a pound had been paid under
the statute of 1887 upon the beet sugar made at Medi-
cine Lodge, but the law of 1901 differed in paying the
bounty to the grower instead of the manufacturer.12
In the spring of 1901 the beet growers of Hamilton, Kearney,
and Finney counties were encouraged by the establishment of a beet
factory at Hooky Ford, Colorado, and entered into a contract with
the American Beet Sugar Company which owned the factory. These
10 Kelly, Op. Pit ., p. 146.
11 Mrs. Henry Block, "The Sugar-Beet Industry in Kansas," 14th
Biennial Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture. 14»65TT~
June, 190ST
12 Harrison, Op. Clt .. p. 909.
so
oounties were to grow beets for this firm, and they were also
subsequently encouraged by the state bounty previously mentioned.
In 1902 seventy-five growers in Finney, Hamilton, and Kearny
counties shipped to the American Sugar B»et Company 4260 tons of
beets harvested from 439 acres. The average yield was 9.C8 tons
per acre. The bulk of this crop was raised north of the towns
of Lokin and Deerfield, Kansas. The general average sugar eon-
tent was 17.84 per cent. This was not a perfect season for the
crop, but it proved to be the most satisfactory yield for the
three early large-scale seasons of 1901, 1902, end 1903. The
third season in 1903 was a disastrous one for the western sugar-
beet growers of Kansas. All crops in this region were hurt, with
the melon crop at Rocky Ford, Colorado, injured even worse than
the sugar-beets. The same three oounties in western Kansas had
planted about 8000 acres of beets which once again had been con-
tracted for the company in Rocky Ford. The beet crop was ruined
because of below freezing weather in April and May, which saw the
mercury drop to an unusual low. Upon replanting the beets, the
grasshoppers preyed on the young crop as did a blight known as
curly top. As a result of all these discouragements, little boun-
ty was paid in those counties.
Of the appropriation of $10,000 made by the state
legislature in 1901 to pay a bounty on sugar-beets
grown in Kansas, only $5997.97 was expended. Of the
|l0,000 appropriated for the some purpose by the legis-
lature of 1903, only $695.00 has been expended for
bounties for beets grown in 1903. and under the pro-
visions of the lav the balance of $9344.40 is available
for payment on beets grown in 1904. This fact should
stimulate our beet-growers to enter into the business
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the coning season on a much larger scale than ever. 13
She failure of the beet crop In 1903 did not check the progress
of the new sugar-beet Industry for, In 1904, the harvest exceeded
5000 tons In western Kansas for the first time. Ere yield was
6380 tons from 472 acres. Increasing from the 5.18 tons per acre
In 1901 to 13.51 tons In 1904.
Mrs, Henry Block, a resident of Syracuse, Kansas, was ap-
pointed by the State Board of Agriculture to do a research re-
port on the activity of the new sugar-beet Industry in western
Kansas, Mrs. Block, in presenting her report to the State Board
in 1904, discovered that the average sugar content found in south-
western Kansas during the three years of 1901, 1902, and 1903 was
more than 17 per cent. Perhaps a trifle oversealous In her en-
thusiasm, she nevertheless did a great deal to encourage further
beet projects.
At our altitude of 3000 feet above sea-level the
nights in suoner are oool, a fact no doubt contribut-
ing to the extra-ordinary sweetness of the beets grown
here.14
The possibility of annually feeding thousands of sheep on
sugar-beets in the Arkansas Valley was not overlooked by the grow-
ers. Many people thought that sugar-beets could be fed profitably
to horses, which arc presumably sweet-toothed animals. Still,
there were others who reasoned that the beet culture needed such
Intensive faming that many farmers would refrain from growing
sugar-beets in the near future. They reasoned that a man accus-
13 Block, Op. Pit ., p. 662.
14
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toned to tho livestock and fare erop business would not likely
become an enthusiastic beet grower In one season. V.hen it oane
to getting down on bended knees and thinning beets, the average
ranehhand would balk. In other words, the average laborer would
consider sugar-beet culture below the dignity of normal employ-
ment. Upon these pro and con assumptions it was evident that the
future of the sugar-beet industry in Kansas would depend largely
upon inducing a particular class of people to settle upon the Ar-
kansas Valley lands, these people would be willing to work the
land in the proper way that would require much intensified farm-
ing. Through the possible use of irrigation and the progressive
experiments in the new industry by the men who were not afraid to
work, the future looked very bright indeed*
Thus, the claim that at least some portions of Kansas were
well adapted to the profitable growing of sugar-beets for sugar-
making seemed to be verified by the experience of the growers in
the three counties of Finney, Kearny, and Hamilton. Kansas was
popularly supposed to be located Just beyond the boundaries of
the so-called sugar-beet belt, but it had been proven that beets
of excellent quality could be raised within Kansas borders.
Meanwhile, the counties of Cheyenne, Rawlins, and Decatur in
northwestern Kansas harvested about 1500 tons of beets in 1904.
These counties marketed their crops at the factories in Grand Is-
land end Ames, Nebraska. While the yield and sugar content of
these three counties was good, the distance from a factory was a
distinct handicap to profitable sugar-beet growing. In 1906 the
harvest in that section of the state was only 674 tons. The 1906
harvest la the Arkansas Valley was 8032 tons, which was purchased
by the new factory built at Holly, Colorado. This was an In-
crease of 35 per cent over that of any previous year. The future
of the sugar-beet Industry looked so good that a group of Colo-
redo capitalists began to make an Investigation of the region
around Garden Oity, Kansas.
OHAPTKH III
TH£ GAHDjSH CITX COMPAW
The only sugar factory In all of Kansas, owned by the Garden
City Company and located a half-mile west of the city, cut its
cornerstone in Kansas history in 1906. Today it influences the
fana economy of the state by holding a strip of land stretching
from Coolldge on the rest to Great Bend on the east and reaching
to Scott City and liesa City on the north.
Since 1005 the Garden City Sugar Company has had much to do
with the development of the Arkansas Hirer Valley in southwest
Kansas. Mo other concern has spent as much money in improvements
in and around Garden City. The great irrigation system in the
Garden City dlstriot has progressed rapidly under the sugar com-
pany* s direction. The company built the sugar factory, an alfal-
fa mill, the Garden Olty Western Railroad, and an electric power
plant. It has also built electrio power lines through the valley
making it possible for the farmers to operate under modern agri-
cultural methods, western Kansas has had its ups and downs dur-
ing the past forty years, nonetheless, the sugar factory has been
in operation every year, and has put into circulation on an aver-
age of more than a million dollars a year.1
The Garden City sugar refining factory was founded in 1906
by the Carleton-McHeiU-Penrose syndioate of Colorado which had
1 Leoloa Howard Blanohard, Conquest of Southwest i-ansaa (Wich-
ita: Wichita Kagle Press, 1931), p. 329.
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already established several factories In Colorado* The first
movement toward securing a beet sugar factory at Garden City la
told by Henke, one of Its early promoters*
The land we sold to the sugar company was bunched
up by Charles Schneider, fid V.est, and myself early In
the spring of 1902. tie first purchased the Groat
fiastern Ditch and then bought about 12,000 acres of
land Including the townslte of Deerfield in Kearny Coun-
ty, Kansas, Dearly all of this land consisted of aban-
doned farms along the Great Eastern Ditch and nearly all
of it was unimproved. Later on we interested George W.
Swink of iioeky Ford, Colorado, and sold him a fourth in-
terest* Mr. Swink was one of the promoters of the Rocky
Ford sugar factory.2
These four gentlemen oarried the project along and with the assis-
tance of 0* B. George, cashier of the First Rational Bank of Gar-
den City, succeeded in getting financial backing. In May, 1908,
several men from Colorado Springs, Colorado, looked over the new
project. A proposition was made and approved with part of the
agreement being to build a sugar factory at Garden City.3
A thorough investigation was made with plans emerging to fi-
nance a sugar factory, improve ditches, and build a reservoir. A
number of prominent men were Interested in buying securities.
Among them were Palmer of Colorado Springs and Governor Dodge of
Denver, Colorado. Garden City and land owners of Finney County
responded to promote the industry in every way. The Santa Fe Rail-
road also contributed money equivalent to half of the cost of the
freight. This was indeed a great help to the young Industry.
Soon farmers, beet growers, and dairymen moved into the county and
bought or leased land*
2 Ibid ., p. 329.
3 Ibid . . p. 330.
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When the sugar factory Interests finally decided to locate
a factory at Garden City, they asked the people to give them a
bonus of $20,000 and get them 12,000 acres of beets. Public
spirited men, such as R. M. Lawrence, D. fi, Menke, George Flnnup,
K, 0. Flnnup, J. I* Baker, U. K. Kinnison, George Boyd, J. 0.
Lawrence, and many others served diligently on a committee to
take donations of land and money* The sugar factory agreed to
take the various tracts of land at a fixed price. So the deeda
were made to the sugar company.
In June, 1905, the first land was actually purchased for the
first sugar-beet factory In the state of Kansas. In September of
the sane year, a company was organized, and a month later the
ground was broken for the factory. Contracts were made with farm-
ers for more than 6000 sores of beets. The company expended
13,000,000 Initially In the construction of the factory, purchase
of lands, improvements on land holdings, and in the building of
Irrigation systems. The factory was built with the most modern
equipment known at that time.
A mile west of this city is being built one of the
finest sugar factories In the United States. Brick,
six stories high, cement foundation, structural steel,
7000 feet long with great dumps on concrete foundation,
long sheds and warehouses, the immensity of the factory
is something unexpected out here on the prairies of
western Kansas.
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The new sugar-beet factory was equipped with the Steffens process,
the best modern method known for the extraction of sugar from
beets. At the tine of construction the factory had equipment
* Kansas City Star . September 23, 1906.
equal, if not superior, to any In the United States. An average
of more than 300 men were employed for over a year in the con-
struction of the factory, and 260 MB were employed during it*
initial years of operation, the factory building was completed
and ready to be occupied by late fall in 1906.
The first sugar-beet factory in Kansas was finally
opened today. Governor Hook dedicated it with a brief
address to several hundred people who gathered from
every section of Kansas to celebrate the birth of a new
industry which will make western Kansas a garden...
This is a day long to be remembered in Garden City and
industry will in a few years revolutionize business in
western Kansas, and it is predicted that the sugar-beat
*
these ports.
The first beets purchased by the company were grown mostly in Fin-
ney and Kearny Counties. More than 80,000 tons were grown in the
year 1906 for which the farmers were paid a half-million dollars.
More than 150 houses were built for tenants during the first two
years of operation. Fences were also erected and surveys were
made for the future of the young Industry.
The Garden City sugar-beet factory did not find all the steps
of becoming a great beet sugar producer simple and easy. The Oar-
den City Sugar and Land Company originally had more than 40,000
acres of land divided into cattle pasture, alfalfa land, and sug-
ar-beet production. The founders of the new sugar industry
dreamed of developing the Arkansas Valley stretching far out in
the upland prairies of western Kansas. These men dreamed of dam-
ming the Arkansas River above Garden City and diverting the water
into ditches to irrigate hundreds of acres of beets. They did
5 Topeka Dally Capital. November 15, 1906.
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dot the river, dug ditches, and built the factory, but the river
went dry and a dream seemed wasted. Groups of Colorado capital-
ists also had the same Idea so they took the first chance of the
water flowing down from the Kooky Mountains. Years of lawsuits
followed between the two states of Colorado and Kansas. Investi-
gations and hearings were held, but the Irrigation plants of Col-
orado kept draining the river, depriving southwestern Kansas farm-
ers of water from the Arkansas River.
There was only one hope left for the Garden City project and
that was irrigation by setting up huge reservoirs. Government
experts looked at the land and said that the earth was so porous
it would not hold water. Much of their opinion was based on ear-
lier results of experiments. Irrigation was the first remedy ap-
plied in southwest Kansas to overcome the effects of drouth.
The Garden City Ditch, which was the first to be
constructed in western Kansas, was built by Mr. w. h.
Anaentrout the latter part of 1879...The next year
seventeen farmers who lived along the ditoh bought it
from Landis and Hollings...*It remained in the farm-
ers' hands until the Sugar Company came in, or about
ifios.61906.
After several years of experimental work, efficient and economical
means of pumping water from underground sources seemed to be the
best solution to combat drouth years. In 1905, the government
undertook to put in a pump Irrigation system near Deerfield, Kan-
sas, in order to supply water for the Farmers Ditch, federal
funds amounting to
~i million dollars were spent in reclamation
6 Garden City Daily Telegram. June 8, 1937.
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servioe cm thla Irrigation project west of Garden City. The gov-
Mnuat took over a ditch that the farmers had been trying to
operate as a cooperative enterprise. Wells were put down to op-
erate by the use of electricity. The project culled for farmers
dependent on the ditch to pay $3.00 an acre annually for 10 years
after which the plant was to be turned over to theia.7 A series
of shallow wells, each with an individual motor and pump, were
put across the Arkansas Valley. They succeeded in pumping water
into tho Farmers Ditch, There was no evident lack of water, but
the government could see no future in such an expensive operation.
Therefore, the project was abandoned In favor of private inter-
ests.
The private interests who succeeded where the government had
failed were, of course, the Garden City Sugar and Land Company,
The recently organised company bought and leased thousands of
acres of land in the surrounding territory for the express pur-
pose of growing sugar-beets. To store the flood-wators of the
Arkansas River, the company constructed a vast reservoir, 23
miles west of Garden City, in Kearny County.
From this reservoir, five miles long, and with a
storage oapaeity estimated at 2,352,000,000 cubic
feet, or 54,000 acre-feet, it is planned to irrigate
100,000 acres in Kearny and Finney Counties.
8
The reservoir covered 3000 acres, and was a mile and half wide and
30 feet deep at its greatest depth. The oapaeity ranged from
7 Topeka Dally Capital . September 23, 1906.
8 Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Annual Report . 30:12*,
June, 1914.
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11,000,000,000 to 12,000,000,000 gallons of water. The huge res-
ervoir was later named Lake HcKinney after one of the sugar-beet
industry's greatest backers.
Still the natural reservoir was not enough to nake the sugar-
beet business pay. She reservoir could be filled only once a
year, and when it was drained as needed there was no way of re-
filling it again. Consequently, the sugar-beet company was forced
to put down deep wells.
Fifty wolla were put down to an average depth of
400 feet, costing complete, with pump and pipes, be-
tween 48000 and $10,000 apiece. . ..These wells will pump
from 1500 to 2200 gallons a minute.9
The water wao pumped into a concrete flume that oarried it many
miles eventually into the huge reservoir. Thus, the Arkansas Val-
ley sugar-beet region was irrigated from the flood waters of the
Arkansas River, water pumped from 50 deep wells, and water from
a aeries of shallow wells pumped by electricity.
Many pumping plants were installed in the Arkansas River Val-
ley from Garden City to Syracuse during the latter part of the
first decade in tho 20th century. Finney County alone had 500
or more plants with a oapaeity of almost 6500 acres* The Arkan-
sas Valley, four to six miles wide, is bounded by sandy territory
on the south and loamy uplands in the north. Farmers living in
the Valley had only to go 10 to 15 feet to reach water. This
suited in the erection of a great many shallow wells. 10
'
9 A, B. McDonald, "Sugar on the Kansas Plains," Country Gen-
tleman
,
85 t 10-11, January 24, 1920.
EOf. D. Coburn, "Irrigation by Pumping in Western Kansas,"
Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture . 30i3, 1912.
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As has been previously mentioned, the Garden City United
Sugar and Land Company purchased several thousand acres of land
on whloh they built the firBt and only sugar-beet factory in Kan-
sas. The factory seemed to be the exact stimulus the southwestern
part of the state needed.
No single industry has ever brought such substantial
and permanent improvement to any country, or put more
money into the hands of the farmer, who in turn diverted
it into the channels of trade. The oooing of the great
industry immediately put life into our people, business
of all kinds improved and expanded, farms again came into
demand, and more and more money appeared in the chamber
of trade. In addition to the sugar factory, the company
installed an irrigation project as well as a great elec-
trical plant which spread a net-work of light, etc.11
Today, the sugar-beet growing section of western Kansas can
be compared favorably with the Arkansas Valley of Colorado, the
largest sugar-beet producing state in the country, although Kansas
yields are not as high. The splended water supply has helped to
make this an outstanding sugar producing area. Cheap pump irri-
gation has made modern irrigation economical, Water from the Ar-
kansas River is stored in Lake JdeKinney, the company* s reservoir
near Lakin, and is distributed from there to the various beet
fields. The river is tapped by five canals between Oarden City
and the Colorado line. The Great j£astern and the Amazon Ditch,
belonging to the Garden City Company, carries water to Lake UcKin-
ney. The company also owns a huge booster plant near Deerfield,
whloh raises water from the Arkansas Klver to upland canals. Al-
though a little too expensive to operate steadily, this plant is
11 Anne K. Arnold, A History of Kansas (Garden City; Oarden
City Publishing Company, 1915} , p. 28.
often used to save tha beet crop during years of water shortage.
The Qarden Olty Company has invested heavily in irrigation facil-
ities, and a few independent producers have written agreements to
use the water in order to produce good beets and other crops."
Pollowing the development of irrigation, the company at Oar-
den City began to plan for the future. The big acreage of the
company was out into farms and leased to farmera who raleed orops
on shares. The company built hundreds of four-room houses oa the
farms in its expanding project. A transmission line was soon
built like a huge net throughout the area, furnishing power to
run the water pumps. A railroad, the Garden City and Y<ostern, was
built by the company and extends 15 miles through the beet farm
area, with numerous loading docks, sidings, and stations. This
railroad is a private line owned and operated by the company.
The line exists mainly because of the sugar-beet harvest. The
railway serves the rural communities of Lowe, Rodkey, Klchard,
Peterson, and Wolf. For two-thirds of ita length the road al-
ways is alongside farms owned by the sugar oompany. A seasonal
crew of four handles the tiny railroad, Benaon the chief manager
and A. J, Roggenbuek the engineer. Nobody gets a bigger thrill
when the annual beet harvest begins than these two gentlemen.
13
It has been stated that the territory between the Colorado
line and Wiohlta, Kansas, in the Arkansas Valley is adaptable to
sugar-beet raising, with this possibility, enough sugar-beets
18 Personal Interview with ttr. J. R. Latta, Agricultural
Superintendent of the Garden City Company, November 26, 1948.
13 Kansas City Times . November 12, 1958.
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might possibly bo grown to merit the establishment of another
factory similar to the Garden City plant. However, the Garden
City factory is one which is utilising increased farm production
of sugar-beets and providing a steady, dependable income for the
people in that area. The factory is of necessity a large and
complicated establishment. The sugar-beet industry is still a
young one when compared with most other crops in the state* At
the present time the company is sufficiently large enough to take
care of all the beets in the surrounding territory. The fact that
it is run efficiently as a huge company is evidence of the faith
all the people have had in it through good years and bad. At
present the company owns s block of 26,000 acres of its own lo-
cated west of Garden City. At one time it operated this land as
one huge farm, but in 1930 this policy was changed and the land
was turned over completely to tenant farmers. The United Sugar
and Land Company was officially changed to the Garden City Sugar
Company in 1920. In 1920, it became known as the Garden City Com-
pany. The reason for the change was because more and more farm-
ers had prospered and bought shares in the company. This has dis-
tributed ownership so that the enterprise is somewhat similar to
a cooperative concern.
The question of "Why doesn't the sugar oompany raise its
beets itself and not rent out the land?" is a frequent one asked
of oompany officials. The answer always given is the same. The
company factory is making sugar not farming. It wants beets of
a good quality or it would not furnish help and hire experts to
tell the farmers how to tend their beets. The company has learned
34
that better ear* Is taken of the beets when the farmer has a per-
sonal interest In the crop. 1* The growers who farm the company
land give a fraotion of their orop as rental, and the company
purchases all beets on a basis of the market price of sugar at
the time of harvest. If the price of sugar advances during the
time elapsing between harvesting and marketing, the grower is paid
the difference by the company. If the market price declines, the
oompany stands the loss. The integral contract system used, and
described in Chapter IV, takes care of most arrangements made be-
fore the harvest begins.
Toe southwest Kansas sugar-boot industry annually grows and
processes about 80,000 tona of beets. Without the supply of irri-
gation water, 10,000 aores of land in the Arkansas Valley area
would not be planted to sugar-beets, and there would probably be
no sugar-beet factories in Kansas. Southwest Kansas is the only
portion of the state which has finally been adapted to the pro-
duction of sugar-beets. The average annual output of the factory
is about 225,000 hundred-pound bags of sugar. Six thousand acres
of Finney County Irrigated land, a large portion of which is owned
by the Garden City Company, is devoted to the production of bests.
About 2,000 acres of beets are produced each year in Kearny Oottnty
and the remainder of the 10,000 acres planted annually lies in
Ford, Hamilton, Pawnee, and other counties along the Arkansas Riv-
er.
Over the past years this company has produced ap-
proximately 200,000 bags of sugar each year; that la.
14 Kansas City Star . September 23, 1906.
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100-pound bags. This, of course, varies different years
depending upon the type of season, the availability of
irrigation water, and the price paid for sugar-beets.
In 1947 our average yield was 11.6 tons per acre and in
1948 the average yield was 9.87 tons per acre, 1948 was
a diffioult year for sugar-beet growers because, during
the month of April, we had no precipitation at harden
City. This lack of moisture made planting difficult be-
cause the beets had to be Irrigated for geraination.l&
The sugar-beet industry annually brings about $1,000,000 to
southwest Kansas. This amount is distributed in the form of pay-
ments to beet growers, wages for field and faetory workers, and
payments for supplies and equipment. During the fall and winter
when the beets are processed into sugar about 350 men are employed
in the factory and at receiving stations. During the growing sea-
son hundreds of people are employed in the fields.
Over all the business of company holdings, irrigation, fae-
tory, railway, and offices is a general manager, Mr, w, &. Leavitt,
who lives in Garden City where all of the offices of the company
are located. Mr. John R. Latta is the present Agricultural Super-
intendent for the company, and Mr. J. Edwards is in oharge of the
general office work. There are other numerous personnel who make
the organization a smooth-running one. There are several dis-
tricts made up of specific acreage with a field supervisor in
eharge of each district. The oompany officials usually decide
that during the coming year there shall be a specified number of
acres of beets and other crops planted. The crop plan Is laid
before the field supervisors, and they are told how much there Is
to be done. The field supervisor rides his district every day.
** Personal letter from Mr. 3. R. Latta, February 8, 1949.
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Table 1. The 1946 Kansas sugar-beet crop*.
Acres Yield Production Farm
County harvested per acre tons value
..03C 40 9.S 380 $ 3,950
Soott
West Central
1
M
1»«8 11,860 123,330
Distrlot 920 13.3 12,240 127,280
Finney 3,770 9.3 35,060 364,620
Ford 200 12.0 3,120 32,450
Orant 200 11.6 3,280 33,800
Oray
Hamilton
110 15.3 1,680 17,470
710 10.7 7,600 79,040
Hodgeman 60 9.8 670 5,930
* Kearny
Southwest
580 10.4 6,030 62,710
District 6,770 9.9 57,310 696,020
Rash
Central
— «•<!» — —
District -" "~ — ••<>
Pawnee
South Cen-
310 12.1 3,750 39,000
tral District 310 12.1 3,750 39,000
State 7,000 10.8 73,300 $762,300
*
•Sources 38th Biennial Report of the Kansas state
ASrTcunure. *>peka. I04C. p". 4TS.
Board of
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Ha knows what is going on and servos as a contact man between
laborara, farmers, and tho oompany. The Oardan City Uorapany has
been very fortunate In having man who know beets as well as being
capable of fostering good relations among all concerned.16
The sugar plant Is operated only about three months of the
year* Preparations are made late In the summer to start the
plant with the actual commencing of making sugar about 10 days
after the harvest begins on or around October first. Operations
continue until all the beets grown in the area are harvested and
the sugar la refined.
The beets are hauled in trucks to high platforms alongside
the railway. There the beets are dumped Into the railroad cars.
These open freight oars are hauled to the sugar factory where the
car bottoms are opened. The beets fall into vata and float to the
mill. At the factory, the process the sugar-beets follow is the
same as that noted on Plate II. The beeta are washed clean and
sharp knives slash them into shreds. They are then boiled, and
the sweet syrup is boiled still more until the sugar crystallizes.
The sugar is then purified, bleached, dried, granulated, and
sacked—all of which is done by automatic machinery. The beet
pulp, after the sugar 1b taken out, is dried and sold for stock
feed. The dried beet pulp almost always leaves this area. Moat
of it is shipped to southern states where it is uaed for dairy
cattle feed. Little of the pulp is kept here because of the abun-
dance of alfalfa in the area. Virtually all of the sugar produced
16 Personal Interview, J. K. Lstta, November 25, 1948.
iCCPLAHATIOH OF PLATK I
Fig. 1» A "orop master" type of mechanical blocker In use on
the Vera Mayo and 0. B. Mayo farm located Just east of
Oarder. City, Kansas.
Fig. 2. The sane "orop master" In operation on the Mayo Broth-
ers farm. Vera Mayo Is a representative for his sugar-
beet district, and 0. B. Mayo carries on the farming
operations.
Fig. 3. This photo shows the re-loading of piled beets from the
ground onto the railway cars In the fall of 1947.
Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
Fig. 3
EXPLANATION OF PLATS XI
Fig* 1. "A Story of Sugar" was taken from a folder type copy
found In the publication "The silver wedge." The
same actual process for manufacturing sugar is fol-
lowed at the Garden City Company.
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by the Garden City Company is sold in Kansas, for there is suf-
ficient market for the factory's production here in the States.
UHAPTKR IV
SMS MATURES OF SUOAR-BiSET PRODUCTIOH
Kvery year from one to two million man, women, and children
move about the country seeking farm jobs* Host of these people
follow the crops and harvests from one section to another, fin-
ally, returning to their homes. This migration of workers is
nothing new in the United States. The peak requirements of crops
with heavy labor demand have drawn field hands from all over the
nation for a great many years. Usually, these migrant workers
move on or return to their homes after finishing a harvest. Many
fruit, vegetable, sugar-beet, and other irrigated crops have en-
couraged heavy migration to the sections of the country where such
crops are grown.
Outside labor has been very important in the sugar-beet
fields since the turn of the twentieth century when the tariff
gave stimulus to increased production and acreage. Unlike most
migratory laborers, beet workers move only twice a year. They
move in the spring to the farms where they contract to bunch,
thin, hoe, and top the crop. They then more again to winter
quarters or to seasonal work elsewhere. Oftentimes, the beet
workers are permitted or request to remain through the winter on
the same place they live during the summer season. This is not
the usual ease, however, as most of tftem prefer to move else-
where.
Many peoples have mingled in the sugar-beet fields. Gorman-
Russians, Mexicans, Spanish-Americans from Hew Mexico, Japanese
and Chinese have been found In the areas where beets are grown.
In the aid-western states of Wisconsin, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa,
Hiohigan, and Minnesota, Belgians, Poles, and Mexicans are the
most prevalent in performing beet labor. The State of Kansas has
predominantly employed the Mexican people to work in the beet
harvest fields. Only in rare instances, such as World war II
when a few Japanese were used, have other races been employed.
The local Mexican labor supply during normal times has been plen-
tiful enough to work the harvest. However, not always has the
local labor, combined with migrant labor, been sufficient to do
the job well. As a result, steps are taken each year to insure
a good supply of labor for the sugar-beet farmers in the Arkansas
Valley area.
The amount of outside labor needed depends upon the size of
the local labor supply. Since there are always some extra work-
ers to be found at home, outside workers are needed primarily to
meet exceptional circumstances. An increase of 10 per cent in
crop acreage may increase the number of iamlgrants by one-half,
while a similar decrease In acreage can easily diminish the num-
ber in the opposite direction. 1 The always present rumor, "via
grape-vine," of a reported beet crop failure has more than onoe
left a beet region with insufficient help until more labor could
be supplied.
Sugar-beet production is an industrial form of agriculture
in which the sugar factories are influential throughout the pro-
1 Paul s. Taylor, "Adrift on the Land," Publlo Affairs Pam-
phlet So, 42, p. 4, 1940.
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cobb, from finance to seed and hand-labor. These sugar factor-
ies, like the Garden City Company in Garden City, Kansas, often
have to seek field labor at different points. In recent years,
labor agents have recruited laborers from the southwest states of
Texas, Arizona, and Haw Mexico for the sugar-beet field in Kansas
and Nebraska. There have been times when this labor market has
extended into central Mexico, and the cotton and beet growers
have used every influence in their power to obtain Congressional
approval to bring Mexican workers front Mexico each season. Dur-
ing the tine of world War ZI, Congressional action approved the
hiring of Mexican Nationals to do farm labor in the agricultural
sections of the United States. About 265 Mexican Nationals were
used in Kansas in 1045.8 The following year 432 were imported
from Mexico. The Garden City company used approximately 300 of
these workers in sugar-beet field work.3
It is the customary thing for the various sugar producing
oompanles to have a labor representative who is charged with the
recruitment and transportation of these workers.* It is extremely
important that these laborers get to ttieir work as quickly as pos-
sible because much of the hand-labor must be performed on a def-
inite schedule. The labor representative must of necessity be a
good man who can handle men well.
8 Prank Blecha,et al. Farm f>f IfPort. Kansas State Agri-
cultural College Kxperiment' Station Project No. 32, December,
1 .'44, to March, 1945, p. 10.
3 Bleeha, Op. Pit ., December, 1946, to November, 1947, p. 10.
4 Ibld '« P« **•
The growing of augur-beets requires approximately 05 hours
of man-labor per acre. Opportunities for employment attract many
people to the beet-growing areas of the middle-west states. Like
those who group themselves around any other industry, these peo-
ple vary a great deal in their eapaolty to accomplish useful work.
However, as a rule those who are employed in the beet fields have
come as family groups. Hie handwork of thinning, hoeing, weeding,
and topping required in cultivating and harvesting a beet crop
has been performed by family groups for a long time by contract.
The beet contract is a family undertaking in the same sense that
operating a farm within the sugar-beet area is a family enter-
prise* Thus, it is for this reason that it is logical to consider
all the income of the sugar-beet laborer on a whole family basis.
The use of seasonal contracts for the hiring of the hand-
labor is a distinctive feature of the sugar-beet industry. This
labor contract is usually made between the beet grower and the
worker after the grower has already made a contract with the fac-
tory for the raising and selling of the crop.5 The employment
status of the beet worker is thus governed by the triangular re-
lationship of laborer, grower, and the sugar company. The labor
contract itself specifies the acreage on which the handwork is to
be done, the manner prescribed, housing situation, and the rat*
of wages per acre. Xt also provides the conditions of store cred-
it guarentse, and specifies the time of payment for the work per-
formed. A clause often is left open whereby the grower has the
5 a. S. Johnson, "wages, jaaployment Conditions, and Welfare
of Sugar-Beet Hand Laborers," Monthly Labor Review
.
146 t 323,
February, 1938.
or
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right to hire extra help In ease It Is needed. The sugar company
generally handles the payments to the laborers through the field
manager, or else the company has offices for this purpose.
The sugar company, rather than the grower, always recruits
beet-workers to be hired by the growers and finances the cost f
transportation in some instances. In case of dispute between
contracting laborer and the grower, the sugar company's field
agent assumes the role of arbiter. The main advantage of the
labor-contract system is the assuranoe of a plentiful supply of
hand-labor for the sugar-beet farmer who must be assured of ade-
quate help during the growing and harvesting of the crop.
The growing of sugar-beets is a specialised type of agricul-
tural production that requires great skill of the laborer. Some
of these families have been handed down this skill from generation
to generation, others come into the areas, like the Arkansas Val-
ley, without any previous skill whatsoever, to learn the handwork
of sugar-beet core. Wages for this handwork in the beet fields
are paid on a piece-work basis. Thinning, hoeing, and weeding
are done by the acre, and topping Is done by the ton. The number
of acres that a family can do la important in determining the to-
tal Income. Much depends, therefore, en the quality and the quan-
tity of the work plus whatever other Jobs the different members
of the family can do, such as Irrigating and harvesting other
crops. The handwork required in cultivating and harvesting a
crop of sugar-beet is seasonal. As a general rule, an industri-
ous family attempts to contract about 10 acres for each adult
worker.
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There has never been a well-defined standard of fitness for
famlllee employed In the beet fields. Some of the qualifications
would nrobably be: the family should be able to work at least
25 or more acres; each worker should do a specified rainiinua amount
of work of standard quality; and each adult nale worker should be
able to do other than beet-field labor, such as running a tractor
or shocking grain. There are a few farmers in some areas who re-
quire the above qualifications, but the praotico of securing prior
r>roof of ability and skill before working is not the common rule.
At this point the agricultural supervisor of ttie sugar factory
and his assistants are the ones who, along with the famers, in-
spect the work of the laborers.
Generally speaking, the beet growing and harvesting season
eover a period of 150 to 180 days. In Kansas, about 50 to 66
days of this period is taken up by aetual handwork on the crop.
The actual thinning and topping, under normal conditions, averages
approximately three weeks, Hormal conditions are not always pre-
valent whioh often causes the topping season to be extended be-
cause of extreme oold. Excessive rainfall has also delayed many
beet crops from getting the proper thinning and weeding at the
normal tln» in the early suwner. Farmers In the Arkansas Yalley
sugar-beet area also plant other crops requiring cultivation, ir-
rigation, and harvest which often runs parallel to the care of
the sugar-beet crop. The time factor is indeed a very influen-
tial factor in the sugar-beet industry in Kansas areas where
beets are grown. There is still some time left during the year
when there is no employment available to all members of the beet
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workers" families. It is at this time that many workers begin
to move to nearby towns for the winter while others move on.
The conditions under whioh the sugar-beet migrants live and
work are oftentimes very difficult. These people who are migra-
tory workers do not own or rent permanent homes like some of the
local workers who have lived in the community for years. The mi-
gratory beet workers often travel great distances to work* They
have to faoe low-earnings, unemployment, Instability and insecur-
ity, bad housing, interrupted schooling for their children, and
prejudice and hostility from the already-established residents*
The life of the sugar-beet migrant is a hard one. Many times Jobs
are scarce and also hard to find. Drouth plus a poor year add
many woes to the farmer and worker alike* The seasonal beet la-
borers have to migrate from plaoe to place to look for work.
This moving around costs money, and the overhead expense eats up
any savings quickly. Worse still, the oontinued moving about has
its telling effects on the young children who are called upon to
do their share of work. School officials in the towns and cities
to which these people go usually experience difficulty In arrang-
ing the school oalendar for these children. This problem is one
of the major worries of school officials and workers alike.
Sation-wide unemployment in the early 1930 • s drove many fam-
ilies to handwork on beet farms in the mid-west* Hundreds of Mex-
icans migrated to the Arkansas Valley region around Oarden City,
Kansas. Sugar-beets, like other Kansas orops, were hard hit by
drouth and grasshoppers, but there were still many acres to be
harvested. The number of workers did not affect the farmers or
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the factory as far aa wages ware concerned. In other words, the
method of paying wages did not restrict the number of workers.
The reason lies in the fact that beet-work is paid on a piece-
work wage. The grower's costs are the same whether the work is
done by a family that is well qualified or by one that accom-
plished little work during the season. In ease the family can
not complete the job as promptly as required, extra workers are
hired to avoid yield-reducing delays. This writer has been wit-
ness many times to seeing dozens of workers in a large 120-acre
field all working side by side. Most noticeable of all were the
dozens of little youngsters working right alongside older bro-
thers and sisters. How the official surveyors ever determined
exactly how much each family did, and the family In turn decide
he* much eaeh member did, has always remained a mystery to the
author!
During the early days of the depression in the 1930" s the
conditions of the beet laborers were characterized by low in-
comes and dependence upon relief. However, this condition was
true everywhere, particularly in the agricultural states of the
nation. Immediate legislation was passed by the Hew Peal Admin-
istration under the guidance of President Roosevelt. As approved
by the President on Kay 12, 1933, the Agricultural Adjustment Aet
contained relief provisions for the farmer, but not directly for
the farm laborer. However, the Jones-Oostigan Act, signed on
May 9, 1934, added sugar-beets and sugar cane to the list of
basic agricultural commodities. Thus, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture was authorized to Insert into the Act provisions which would
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limit or regulate child labor, and thereby make possible the set-
ting up of minimum wages.
In aeoordanoe with bar.no of Bio Jones-Cos tlgan Sugar Act,
the following provisions in general were inserted in the Sugar
Beet Production Adjustment Aeti child labor, fixing of minims,
wages, and the ajudication of labor disputes.6
the existence or child laborers in the beet fielda
to an extent that was socially harmful had long been
assorted by such agencies as the Children's Bureau and
the national Child Labor Committee. The Tariff Comnis-
sion estimated that in 1953, 9541 boys and 5292 girls
under 16 years of age, members of contract laborer's
families, worked in the beet fields of the U. s. The
Children's Bureau declared that the work required was
"probably the most exacting done by children anywhere,
because of long hours, strained positions, intense
heat, exposure to wet, and the speed required in cer-
tain operations."
The Jones-Costigan Act gave the Secretary of Agriculture the right
to regulate the age of the laborers through benefit-contracts or
other forms of agreement between the growers and the Secretary.
The provisions of these contracts prevented the growers from em-
ploying children under 14 years of age in the production of sugar-
beets. Children of 14 and 15 years of age could be employed, but
their labor had to be limited to eight hours a day. However, ttie
restrictions did not apply to members of the grower's iisnediate
family which brought about complaint from the laborers.
The administration of the child labor clause of the produc-
tion adjustment contracts was a fairly simple matter. As a whole,
the producers, growers, and laborers cooperated, although there
6
*. T. Ham, "Sugar Beet yield Labor Under AAA," Journal Farm
Economics , 19(643, Hay, 1937.
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complaints about the application of the clause • The
biggest objection seemed to come from the laborers who oomplalned
of their reduced family earnings. Minimum wages with respect to
sugar-beet labor were fixed by geographical districts after hear-
ings had been held by the representatives of the Secretary of Ag-
riculture. These hearings were usually of a general nature with-
out any scientific approach to the wage scale, but the general
average usually eame out within reason from one area to another*
The Department of Labor, in preliminary Investigations by the
Children 1 s Bureau into the family welfare of the beet worker, al-
so reported favorable progress In six representative beet-growing
states.
The effects of the child labor provision varied
greatly In the different areas visited. The work of
children under 14 years of age was practically elim-
inated In 1935 In four of the eleven areas visited...
the marked success in enlisting the cooperation of
producers and laborers found In most of the areas
visited was due directly to the Interest and energy
of the representatives of the AAA and the sugar com-
panies,v
According to the United states Farm Census of 1935, nine coun-
ties In the west-oentral part of Kansas grew sugar-beets for com-
mercial purposes. Finney County with 6288 acres and 3687 tons
was the largest producer. Sdwards County with 120 acres and 814
tons was the smallest yielder. The total production in 1954 was
59,873 tons, in 1929 it had been 50,771 tons.
The value of the 1934 crop was 9278,409 and that
of 1929 was $336(397, but in 1934 Kansas sugar beet
7 Ibid., p. 040.
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received $205,300 In bonefit payments under
<ui AAA, making the total Income of sugar grower*
1438.709. In 1936 benefit payments totaled $73,300.
The Invalidation of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
In January, 1936, cut off benefit payments,8
The Sugar Act of 1937 was passed to protect the farmer, but he had
to do certain things In order to qualify for future benefit pay-
ments provided for under the Act. The Secretary of Agriculture
was required to determine, for each calendar year, the amount of
sugar needed to meet the consumer needs In the United States.
Therefore, he established quotas for domestic sugar-produeing
areas,9 Kansas beet growers would then be paid on the amount of
sugar actually needed for consumption in proportion to the yield
per acre basis. Payments were also to be made in oase of damage
to the crop from wind, hall, and insects.
Thus, the Sugar Act of 1937, enacted after the Supreme Court
Invalidated certain provisions of the Jones-Costigan Aot, provided
for a sugar-quota program, a processing tax on sugar, and for con-
ditional payments to growers of sugar-beets. 10 The Aot further
provided that the farmers must (1) carry out certain farming
practices specified by the Seoretary of Agrioulture, (2) pay la-
borers wages determined fair by the Seoretary of Agrioulture, and
(3) permit no children under the age of 14 to be employed.11 This
was the last and most recent Congressional legislation passed to
protect the sugar-beet grower and the beet worker, particularly
8 J. D. LeCron, "Federal Sugar Act of 1937," Kansas Yearbook.
1938, p. 210.
9 i-oc» Clt .
10 Johnson, Op. Clt .. p. 323.
11 LeCron, Op. Clt .. p. 210.
the beet-worker 1 b children.
The actual thinning of sugar-beets by hand or with the aid
of a hoe la a tedious and back-breaking job. For a number of
years agricultural engineers have been working on the design of
machinery and the perfecting of methods to operate machines to do
this labor mechanically. Because of the shortage of manpower for
farm work during World War II, the experiments with machinery
progressed rapidly. It was found that most of the hand-labor
could be eliminated through mechanical blocking and thinning.
The man-labor required for blocking and thinning usually ranges
from 12 to 20 man-houre per acre. i&periments have shown savings
of from 65 to more than 95 per cent of the man-labor of thinning
sugar-beets when machines were used. The United States Bureau of
Plant Industry found labor savings of from 30 to 40 per oent over
a two-year period of mechanical as compared with band-blocking
and tanning experiments conducted over the western half of the
United States. 12
Kechanical harvesting is still largely in the experimental
stage. However, it is not too much to expect that within a few
years, machines will be developed that will provide even further
savings in time and expense in ttie production of sugar-beets.
The sugar-beet harvest will in all probability remain a hand op-
eration until mechanical pickers are made available oa a commer-
cial basis. The mobile labor workers will, of course, face dis-
12 8. W. McBlrney, "Sugar-Beet Biooking by Machinery," United
States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 1933 . April, 1933, p. 1.
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plueeuent from the beet jobs they have held in the past. This
will not really be a big chock to them because mechanization has
been tried and proved for ocvorai years In the eugar-beot areas*
For example, In 1946 the Garden 01ty Company topped five per cent
of the beet crop by use of machines, 25 per cent in 1947, and 66
per cent In 1948.13 Strangely enough, the Garden City Company
was forced to try these new methods because of the shortage of
labor. Shore were not enough workers to do the necessary jobs*
The 1940* s were marked by war, with a fana labor shortage
prevalent everywhere* Many of the laborers ordinarily used had
Jobs elsewhere in other industries. The war ended, but many
workers were roluctant to go back to the diffioult Job of thin-
ning and topping beets. As a result, sugar-beet producers had to
use the new machines or lose the crops*
Nevertheless, there are still many hundreds of beet workers
who ooae annually to the sugar-beet fields of the Arkansas Valley
in southwest Kansas. There have been many incentives for them to
continue to do so. Outside of the necessity of earning a living,
these workers have found that the conditions have changed such as
in living quarters and transportation. It is now a common prac-
tice for the owner of the beets to provide a good house and land
for gardens for the worker's family. These tenant homes have been
modernised in many instances under the supervision of the Garden
City Company. Some beet-labor fainllles have even acquired proper-
13 J, R. Latta, Personal Letter, February 8, 1949.
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ty and land *o*" themselves. Ownership of trucks, automobiles,
and radios has encouraged better work and a better feeling of
understanding among all concerned in the sugar-beet industry.
Better roads and quicker methods of transportation are among ttie
highlights of a new era under the directorship of the company at
Garden City. 1*
There are other factors influential in making the life of
the sugar-beet laborer a happier one. The activities of the Amer-
ican Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and several well-meaning
civic organisations have done much to foster a more ideal life
for these beet laborers. Sugar-beet production has Indeed proved
to be the most dependable and largest source of cash income for
farmers in the southwestern part of the State of Kansas. Many
farmers and farm laborers look to fiie beet crop to carry a sub-
stantial part of the taxes, interest on borrowed money, and gen-
eral welfare for a wholesome life. It is the one crop that con-
tributes to a complete agricultural program enabling farmer* to
make the best use of their surrounding land. The sugar-beot in-
dustry offers continuous employment to farmer, factory, and labor-
er alike with a more stable income than any other agricultural
industry in western Kansas,
14 J, R. Latta, Personal Interview, November 25, 1948,
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